Sensory systems, both in the living and in machines, have to be optimized with respect to their environmental conditions. The pheromone subsystem of the olfactory system of moths is a particularly well-defined example in which rapid variations of odor content in turbulent plumes require fast, concentration-invariant neural representations. It is not clear how cellular and network mechanisms in the moth antennal lobe contribute to coding efficiency. Using computational modeling, we show that intrinsic potassium currents (I A and I SK ) in projection neurons may combine with extrinsic inhibition from local interneurons to implement a dual latency code for both pheromone identity and intensity. The mean latency reflects stimulus intensity, whereas latency differences carry concentration-invariant information about stimulus identity. In accordance with physiological results, the projection neurons exhibit a multiphasic response of inhibition-excitation-inhibition. Together with synaptic inhibition, intrinsic currents I A and I SK account for the first and second inhibitory phases and contribute to a rapid encoding of pheromone information. The first inhibition plays the role of a reset to limit variability in the time to first spike. The second inhibition prevents responses of excessive duration to allow tracking of intermittent stimuli.
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olfaction | pheromone plume | odor coding | concentration invariance | small conductance channel T o attract conspecific males, female moths release volatile blends of a few chemical compounds, so-called sex pheromones. Most pheromone compounds are hydrocarbon molecules emitted in the right proportions for biological relevance. Sympatric species often share the same chemicals but in different proportions [e.g., Heliothis zea and H. virescens (1, 2) or Yponomeuta cagnagellus, Y. irrorellus, and Y. plumbellus (3)]. To prevent crossattraction, the pheromone blend is distinguishable not only by the identity of the individual components but also by their precise ratio. Behavioral experiments revealed that male moths are tuned to the specific proportions emitted by their conspecific females. Slight changes in component ratios, for example, can inhibit the anemotactic response of males of one species, while attracting males from another species (4) (5) (6) . Pheromones are passively transported in the air and mixed by atmospheric turbulence, and therefore, during flight, male moths encounter pheromone filaments with all components present in the same proportions as released (7) but over a broad range of concentrations (8, 9) . In the race for mating, flying male moths have to solve a difficult pattern recognition problem (i.e., recognize, in real time, pheromone compounds and their proportions independently of blend concentration). To do so, the information delivered by olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) is integrated in the antennal lobe by a neural network involving inhibitory local neurons (LNs) and excitatory projection neurons (PNs). All synaptic connections between these neurons take place in a subset of enlarged, sexually dimorphic glomeruli, the macroglomerular complex (MGC). The circuitry of the MGC is similar to the one of the generalist olfactory subsystem. In the generalist subsystem, prolonged odor stimulations (up to several seconds) create local field potential oscillations and transient PN assemblies that synchronize to them and evolve in time in a stimulus-specific manner (10) (11) (12) . Using time in such a manner as a coding dimension, however, poses a serious problem for a flying insect. In natural plumes, odor contacts with the antennae are brief and intermittent, with up to five contacts per 1 s and each contact lasting down to under 20 ms (13, 14) . Consequently, responses in the olfactory system have to be fast. In Drosophila, for example, upwind surges generally begin 85 ms after ORN onset (15) . During this time frame, the PNs cannot fire many more than 10 spikes (assuming mean rates of 120 spikes/s and 0 ms latency). Recordings from moths in natural conditions revealed that MGC-PNs produce 3-28 spikes after each pheromone contact on the antennae, depending on stimulus intensity (figures 3 and 4 in ref. 13 ). These observations put strong time constraints on the optimization of pheromone representations for concentration-invariant recognition. Given the discontinuous nature of the odor cues, how does the MGC achieve stable representations in less than 100 ms? How is the pheromone encoded with only a few spikes per PN?
In this work, we address this fundamental question for the olfactory system of the moth Manduca sexta, which is one of the bestcharacterized olfactory systems. In natural conditions, male M. sexta moths are attracted by a blend of two main compounds of the sex pheromone in a proportion of 2:1 (16). The primary natural component is E,Z-10,12-hexadecadienal [bombykal (BAL)]. The second natural component, E,E,Z-10,12,14-hexadecatrienal, is often replaced by a more stable chemical E,Z-11,13-pentadecadienal (C15) in laboratory experiments (17) . For simplicity, we will refer to both BAL and C15 as natural pheromone components. MGC-PNs are classified as specialists or generalists according to their responses to single compounds (18, 19) . Generalist PNs are excited by BAL and C15, whereas specialist PNs are excited by one compound and inhibited by the other (19, 20) . BAL or C15 specialist PNs fire synchronously, and their synchronization is sharpened by the presence of both components in the pheromone mixture (21) . With the blend, they exhibit a multiphasic discharge pattern, either inhibition-excitation-inhibition (I 1 /E/I 2 ) or excitation-inhibition (E/I 2 ) (18). The goal of our work was to highlight extrinsic and intrinsic neuronal mechanisms that would lead to the experimentally observed distribution of response properties and to investigate how pheromone blends are encoded or represented by such PN multiphasic discharge patterns. The origin of this multiphasic patterning is unclear. I 2 , for example, was abolished by certain GABA A antagonists [e.g., bicuculline (BIC)] and not by others [e.g., picrotoxin (PTX)] (22) . Differences in BIC and PTX sensitivity might be explained by the fact that a subunit of the GABA A receptor is PTX-sensitive and BIC-insensitive (23). However, I 2 was relatively unaffected by changes in chloride concentrations, which makes the role of GABAergic synapses questionable (24) . Interestingly, BIC has been shown to block a calcium-dependent potassium channel, the small conductance (SK) channel (25, 26) (18, 19) . Generalist PNs are excited by both compounds C15 and BAL (n = 13; 32% of the PNs in table 1 in ref. 18) . Specialist PNs are inhibited by one compound and excited by the other. They exhibit a complex discharge pattern with the blend of either excitation-inhibition (biphasic pattern E/I 2 in 39% of the PNs) or inhibition-excitation-inhibition (triphasic pattern I 1 /E/I 2 in 29% of the PNs).
As described in Methods, we developed a detailed model of the M. sexta MGC that fits the numbers used in refs. 18 and 29 (i.e., 86 LNs-IIa, 68 LNs-IIb, and 41 PNs). A schema of the model is shown in Fig. S1 . We investigated whether this model reproduces the different types of responses in the correct proportions. In line with the experimental data (figures 17 and 19 in ref. 29) , LNs-IIa and LNs-IIb in our MGC model responded to blend-like stimuli, with short-and long-lasting firing patterns, respectively (Fig. 1A) . Generalist and specialist responses of the PNs were also reproduced (Fig. 1B) . Their proportions, however, depended on the probabilities of connection p(LN-IIa → PN) from LNs-IIa to PNs and p(LN-IIb → PN) from LNs-IIb to PNs. To quantify the plausibility of the model, we computed the Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) between the proportions of PN responses obtained with the model and the real proportions observed in experimental data (gray-coded areas vs. areas delimited by red lines in the pie chart in Fig. 1B ). The KLD equals zero when the model reproduces exactly the biological responses in the right proportions. For each pair of probabilities p(LN-IIa → PN) and p(LN-IIb → PN), 30 MGC networks were randomly generated and simulated during 1 s biological time. The PNs were classified automatically with an algorithm identifying their responses to the blend and single compounds. The KLD (mean and SD) was estimated over the different runs (Methods and SI Text, Model). As expected, the KLD depended on LN to PN connectivity (Fig. 1C) . The existence of a minimum at p(LN-IIa → PN) = 0.5 and p(LN-IIb → PN) = 0.2 suggests that the PNs should be more densely connected to the LNs-IIa than the LNs-IIb to reproduce physiological firing patterns (Fig. 1D ). This result is in line with experimental data revealing a dense and a sparse glomerular innervation for LNs-IIa and LNsIIb, respectively (29) . Although the minimal KLD is 1.33 and not 0, the PN responses and their proportions obtained in simulation are in good agreement with those obtained experimentally (Fig. 1B) .
Roles of Extrinsic Properties: LNs-IIa and LNs-IIb. From the previous section, it becomes clear that inhibition from LNs plays a role in shaping the PN response. However, LNs-IIa and LNs-IIb have different firing responses and connectivity patterns ( Fig. 1 A and  D) . To separate the potentially different influences of LNs-IIa and LNs-IIb, we selectively removed each type of LNs from the MGC network and analyzed the PN responses. Without LN-IIa, the triphasic patterns were lost (Fig. S2A) . The biphasic patterns represented 68% of the PNs, which corresponds to the proportions of biphasic plus triphasic patterns in the intact network. These results indicate that removing LNs-IIa from the network changed the patterns from triphasic (I 1 /E/I 2 ) to biphasic (E/I 2 ). LNs-IIa are, therefore, responsible for I 1 in the triphasic patterns. As for I 2 , the analysis did not reveal any particular role for LNs-IIa. The same procedure was applied to study the role of the LNs-IIb. Removing the LNs-IIb did not disturb the proportions of the PNs responses (same pie chart as for the intact network in Fig. 1B) . However, although I 2 did not disappear from the multiphasic responses, its duration was significantly reduced (106 ± 2.68 ms without LNs-IIb vs. 112 ± 5 ms for the intact network, P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test) (Fig. S2B) . We, therefore, concluded that the LNs-IIb are involved in but not solely responsible for I 2 .
Another putative role for the LNs is to synchronize the PNs. In the MGC of male M. sexta, BAL or C15 specialist PNs fire in synchrony when activated by pheromone stimulation to the antenna (21) . Interestingly, greater synchrony is obtained with the blend From their response to single compounds, the PNs were classified as specialist or generalist. Generalist PNs (30% of the PNs; dark area in pie chart) were excited by both compounds, C15 and BAL, whereas specialist PNs were inhibited by one compound and excited by the other. When we looked at the network connectivity, we noticed that generalist and specialist PNs were multiglomerular and uniglomerular, respectively. Specialist PNs responded to the blend with a complex temporal pattern, either biphasic with excitation-inhibition, denoted E/ I 2 (37% of the PNs; gray area in pie chart), or triphasic with inhibition-excitation-inhibition, denoted I 1 /E/I 2 (33% of the PN; white area in pie chart). The proportions of response patterns, 30%-37%-33% for the generalists and biphasic and triphasic specialists, were obtained on 30 MGC networks randomly generated with p(LN-IIa → PN) = 0. than single compounds. To assess whether our model can reproduce these data, we examined the precise timings of spikes and computed the level of synchrony as the percentage of synchronized spikes within 150 ms after stimulus onset (Methods). The data reported in Fig In the intact network, we observed that inhibition I 1 arose before the E response (representative voltage traces of two PNs are represented in Fig. S2D ). During the I 1 phase, the PNs have a tendency to forget their initial conditions by relaxing their activity to a hyperpolarized quasi-steady state. As a consequence, the neurons fire synchronously when inhibition is removed. On the contrary, in the network where the LNs-IIa were blocked, the I 1 phase disappeared or was not strong enough to play the role of a reset and eliminate the influence of initial conditions (Fig. S2D ).
Roles of Intrinsic Properties: I A and I SK . The above observations indicate that enhancement of PN synchrony is attributable to a loss of initial conditions and can be interpreted in terms of a reset by inhibition. A prerequisite to have synchronization in the first place is that inhibition from LNs arises before the PN response (I 1 before E), which implies that LNs need to fire before PNs. In agreement with this hypothesis, first spike latencies were significantly shorter for LNs than PNs (19 ± 3 ms for LN-IIa and 3 ± 1.5 ms for LN-IIb vs. 54 ± 18 ms for PNs, P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Mann-Whitney test) ( Fig. 2A ). What intrinsic current could explain the significant delay to the first spike in PNs compared with LNs? When the A current was blocked, PNs fired earlier (latency was 54 ± 18 ms for intact PNs and 26 ± 22 ms with I A blocked, P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test) ( Fig. 2A) . Thus, the firing delay in PNs resulted from the action of the A current. Fast activation of the transient K + current prevented the PNs from firing immediately in response to a depolarization. When the A current was blocked, the PNs were also less synchronized (synchrony level = 69 ± 27% for intact PNs and 66 ± 23% with I A blocked, P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test) (Fig. 2B) . The decrease in synchrony when I A is blocked is, therefore, attributable to earlier PN firings, which makes the reset by I 1 less effective.
Previous simulations highlighted the causes and effects of I 1 . As for I 2 , experimental data revealed that it is abolished by BIC and not PTX (22) and that a calcium-dependent potassium channel, the SK channel, is BIC-sensitive (25, 26) . Given that I 2 remained relatively unchanged in the MGC model without LNs, as seen above, could it be produced by the SK current? Blocking I SK did not disturb the proportions of the PN responses (same pie chart as for the intact network in Fig. 1B ), but I 2 disappeared from the multiphasic responses (Fig. 2C) . Triphasic (I 1 /E/I 2 ) patterns were changed to biphasic (I 1 /E), and biphasic (E/I 2 ) patterns were changed to monophasic ones (E). In all cases, the PN response without the SK current consisted in a long tonic excitation (E phases in Fig. 2C ), which disrupted the ability to track pheromonelike pulses (Fig. 2D) . Given that the SK channel is sensitive to BIC, these results are in agreement with experimental data, showing that BIC prolongs PN excitation and compromises coding of intermittent pheromone pulses in M. sexta (30) .
Efficient Coding of Pheromone: Dual Latency Coding Scheme. It is known that behavioral responses of male moths to pheromone signals are fast. However, the nature of the neural code that underlies rapid pheromone processing has been elusive. To examine candidate neural codes, we simulated the MGC model with inputs mimicking a mixture of BAL and C15 in different proportions and various concentrations. The binary mixture model was given by K(P × BAL + (1 − P) × C15), with K being the concentration and P being the proportion (SI Text, Model). In our model, P = 2/3 corresponds to the correct natural pheromone ratio (proportion of BAL two times as big as C15). Spike raster activities revealed three distinct populations of synchronized neurons: generalist PNs, specialist C15-PNs, and specialist BALPNs (Fig. S3A) . Generalist PNs were the most activated neurons, because they received inputs from both glomeruli. As a consequence, they fired first, whereas specialist PNs fired later. With a mixture proportion of P = 2/3, the BAL-PNs were followed by the C15-PNs, because they received two times as much excitatory drive as the C15-PNs. The rank order of the three PN populations was consistent across repeated trials, despite random initial conditions thanks to the resetting of the PNs by I 1 (see above). In the context of fast processing, we asked whether first spike latency of the different PN populations could be used as a code. We, therefore, evaluated the information contained in a latency code compared with a rate code. The datasets for rate or latency contained three attributes (mean absolute latencies or mean firing rates of generalist, specialist C15, and specialist BAL populations), and the goal was to discriminate the correct proportion of P = 2/3 against incorrect mixture ratios (Methods). Both rate and latency datasets were almost linearly separable, which was revealed by plotting the average discriminant plane obtained by cross-validation ( Fig. S3 B and C) . Classification performance was estimated by averaging the classification errors over the validation sets. It was higher with latency attributes than rate attributes, with an average 99.7% classification success with latency compared with 96.4% with rate (Fig. S3D ). This result showed that a code based on latency would be efficient for rapid pheromone recognition, but it does not give any clue as to how concentration-invariant recognition could be achieved. Interestingly, the normalized latency difference between C15 and BAL populations, computed as (LBAL − LC15)/(LBAL + LC15), was found to be sensitive to the proportion P (red curve in Fig. 3B ), behaving as 2P − 1, but changed very little with concentration (red curve in Fig. 3A) . Despite relative concentration invariance, information on concentration was not lost. The mean absolute latency of the population of generalist PNs was found to be sensitive to changes in concentration K (black curve in Fig. 3A) , while being invariant to changes in proportion (black curve in Fig. 3B) . The MGC could, therefore, make use of latencies to implement a dual coding scheme, quantitative and qualitative (a theoretical explanation for this dual invariance coding scheme is provided in SI Text and Figs. S4-S6) . However, latency coding makes sense only if one considers the first spike with respect to a reference signal [e.g., the first spike after stimulus onset (absolute latency as above) or after a particular event in the brain dynamics (relative latency)]. Because the stimulus onset is generally unknown to the brain, we looked at a putative internal reference signal from which to extract relative latencies. We found that the generalist PNs fired consistently with a delay of ∼40-50 ms after stimulus onset. Compared with the specialist PNs, this delay was relatively constant across a wide range of proportions and concentrations (Figs. S5 and S6) , suggesting that the firing of the generalist PN population could provide an internal reference for temporal marking. We, therefore, computed relative latencies of C15 and BAL PNs with respect to the generalist PN population. We found that the normalized difference in relative latencies encoded for the stimulus identity, being concentration-invariant (red curve in Fig.  3C ) and proportion-sensitive (red curve in Fig. 3D ), whereas the mean relative latency of specialist PNs encoded for the stimulus intensity, being concentration-sensitive (black curve in Fig. 3C ) and proportion-invariant (black curve in Fig. 3D ). 
Discussion
When flying in a turbulent plume, male moths encounter intermittent pheromone patches. Their short duration puts a strong temporal pressure on the olfactory system (13, 14) . In the context of fast pheromone processing, we suggested that latency to the first spike could be used as information carrier. Evidence for latency coding has been found in diverse neuronal structures such as the visual system (31-33), the tactile system (34), and the olfactory system (35) (36) (37) . Latency coding often implies sensing the external world as a discrete sequence of events. In the visual system, sudden movements of the eyes, called saccades, sample the visual input into discrete snapshots. After each saccade, a new image is encoded into first spike latencies to be further processed by the brain. Similarly to the saccades in vision, sniffing in rodents samples the olfactory scene into discrete odor puffs. In each of these cases, the stimulus onset is actively controlled by the brain. In the case of moths, however, the pheromone plume is broken up into discrete filaments by the turbulent medium and not by an internal sampling mechanism. Under this condition, what could be the internal reference signal from which to extract latencies? Our MGC model suggests that generalist PNs serve as a temporal marker to compute relative latencies of specialist PNs. Interestingly, normalized latency differences of specialist PNs carried concentration-invariant information about pheromone blend identity. Subtraction and normalization to achieve invariance were previously reported. In the salamander visual system, differences in response latency of retina cells were found to be invariant to stimulus contrast (33) . In the rat olfactory bulb, normalization of glomerular responses has been proposed as a means to achieve invariance in concentration (38) , and we have suggested a mechanism of competition by lateral inhibition in the moth MGC in a separate model (39) . From this coding perspective, the novelty of the work presented here lies in the use of response latencies for signaling the correct component ratio rather than the presence of network oscillations (40) or specific rate patterns (41) . A latency code allows much faster responses and therefore, seems best suited to address the tight time constraints of pheromone blend detection in a turbulent plume. Another important point in our model is that, despite relative concentration invariance, information on concentration was not lost as the mean latency of specialist PNs encoded for stimulus intensity. The MGC of M. sexta moths could, therefore, make use of latencies to implement a dual coding scheme and resolve the apparent contradiction between quantitative coding (sensitive to changes in concentration and invariant to changes in proportion) and qualitative coding (sensitive to changes in proportion and invariant to changes in concentration). As an extension to this work, the proposed latency coding scheme provided a direct input for designing bio-inspired data analysis methods for artificial olfaction in electronic noses (42) . In latency coding, one considers the neurons as analog to delay converters: the most strongly activated neurons tend to fire first, whereas more weakly activated cells fire later or not at all. Random initial conditions may, however, jeopardize this ideal situation by introducing variability in the time to first spike. The simulations presented in this article showed that this condition is not the case. Inhibition I 1 from LNs before the PN responses played the role of a reset by transiently driving the PNs to a common hyperpolarized state. As a consequence, PN latencies after stimulus onset depended more on the strength of the input than initial conditions. Generalist PNs fired first followed by BAL and C15 PNs (Fig. S3A) . The rank order of the three groups reflected the intensity of their inputs. Within each group, PN synchrony arose as a consequence of inhibitory reset and shared ORN excitation. This type of synchronization is nonoscillatory and was observed experimentally in the MGC of M. sexta moths (21, 43) . It differs from the 30-to 40-Hz oscillatory synchronization found in the generalist olfactory system of the same moth species (44) . With nonpheromonal odors, the LNs are mainly driven by the PNs, and therefore, PN-LN interplay generates rhythmic inhibition and creates field potential oscillations (45) (46) (47) (48) . In contrast, our MGC model is essentially feedforward, lacking excitatory connections from PNs to LNs. The LNs are, thus, driven by ORN inputs and adapt rapidly. Consequently, the PNs are reset by a single strong inhibitory phase I 1 and fire synchronously when I 1 ends. This type of nonoscillatory synchronization persisted with added excitatory connections from PNs to LNs, provided that they are weak enough (strong PN-LN excitatory connections elicited fast ∼40-Hz oscillations in our model) (SI Text and Fig. S7) .
A prerequisite for the inhibitory reset I 1 is that LNs fire before PNs. In our MGC model, spike latencies were significantly shorter for LNs than PNs. PN firing was delayed by about 50 ms with respect to the fastest LNs, and this delay was attributable to the A current in PNs (Fig. 2A) . In line with our results, time lags of about 60 ms have been reported between LN and PN firing latencies in the bee antennal lobe (49) . Transient A-type K + currents have been identified in the PNs of M. sexta moths (27, 28) . However, characterizing their potential involvement in modulating the time to first spike needs additional experimental studies.
The -dependent K + current has been incorporated in another modeling study as a mechanism of spike frequency adaptation to reproduce the slow patterning observed in the generalist system (51). For M. sexta moths, our model suggests that the Ca 2+ -dependent K + current involved in I 2 could be of the SK type. This prediction is supported by experimental data revealing that I 2 is abolished by BIC and not PTX (22), a difference explained by the fact that the SK channel is BIC-sensitive (25, 26) . To our knowledge, SK channels in insects have been shown only in a visual interneuron of the locust (52) . A direct confirmation of the existence of SK channels in M. sexta moths is, therefore, needed. However, this task is not easy to accomplish, because the most common antagonist, apamin, has no effect in insects (52) .
Methods
Network Simulations. The simulated MGC model consisted of 86 LNs-IIa, 68 LNs-IIb, and 41 PNs, and these numbers were grounded experimentally (18, 29) . LNs and PNs were modeled as one compartment conductance-based models involving ionic currents and leak (SI Text, Model). In M. sexta, the LNs are multiglomerular, but most of the PNs are uniglomerular (53) . We, therefore, modeled the LNs as multiglomerular. Uni-and multiglomerular PNs were randomly chosen with probabilities of 0.7 and 0.3, respectively. Uniglomerular PNs were connected with equal probability to either one or the other glomerulus (toroid-BAL or cumulus-C15). The glomerular input model is detailed in SI Text, Model. Inhibitory LNs, IIa and IIb, were randomly connected to the PNs with probabilities of p(LN-IIa → PN) and p(LN-IIb → PN). The effect of these probabilities on the firing response patterns was studied above (Results). Physiological firing patterns were best reproduced with the intact MGC network and p(LN-IIa → PN) = 0.5 and p(LN-IIb → PN) = 0.2. These probabilities were also used in the simulations with nonintact networks. The GABA A synaptic model from LNs to PNs was adapted from ref. 54 and is detailed in SI Text, Model. Network simulations were performed with SIR-ENE, a C-based neural simulator developed by our team and available at http://sirene.gforge.inria.fr. The ordinary differential equations are numerically integrated with a classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a time step of 0.01 ms.
Data Analyses. We identified the PNs' types from the response to single compounds. PNs were considered as specialist or generalist according to whether they were excited by one compound only or by the two compounds presented individually. Excitation E was detected if at least one spike was found within 100 ms after stimulus onset. Inhibition I 1 was detected whenever a hyperpolarization of the membrane potential occurred right after stimulus onset. To determine hyperpolarization, the membrane potential was filtered (fourth-order low-pass Butterworth, 50-Hz cutting frequency) and averaged before and after stimulus onset (averaging window of 200 ms before and 80 ms after stimulus onset). Inhibition I 2 was determined from visual inspection. To quantify the plausibility of the model, the proportion of response patterns (combination of I 1, E, and I 2 ) was compared with the real proportion observed in experimental data by computing the KLD (SI Text, Model). Synchrony between two PNs was quantified as the percentage of synchronous spikes (maximum time lag ± 2.5ms) relative to the total number of spikes as in ref. 21 . The synchrony level was expressed as the mean synchrony computed for all pairs of uniglomerular PNs. Classification performance was estimated for the two coding schemes: rate and latency. Absolute latency and mean firing rate were computed as, respectively, the time to first spike and the number of spikes within a 200-ms window after stimulus onset. The classification task was to discriminate the correct proportion of P = 2/3 at concentrations K (80 samples for P = 2/3 and K = 1, 2, 3, 4) against incorrect mixture ratios (100 samples for P = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and K = 1). The dataset for rate or latency contained 180 samples of three inputs (mean absolute latencies or mean firing rates of generalist, specialist C15, and specialist BAL populations). The training set consisted of 90 samples taken randomly from the entire dataset, and the test set consisted of the remaining 90 samples. Training and test sets were resampled 10 times to estimate the cross-validation error. A linear support vector machine (SVM) with parameter one was used as classifier (55) . All data analyses and statistical tests were performed in Matlab (www.mathworks.com) except for the classification performance, which was assessed with a custom-made SVM program.
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Belmabrouk et al. 10 .1073/pnas.1112367108 SI Text Quantitative Coding. In the projection neuron (PN) model, the stimulation current Istim reflects the excitatory drive from olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) inputs (SI Text, Model). The PN absolute latency computed as the time to first spike relative to stimulus onset was found to be inversely proportional to Istim (Fig. S4 ) (S1):
From the simulations with varying concentration K and proportion P (Fig. 3 A and B 
Expression S4 indicates that the latency of the generalist PNs is invariant to the proportion P while being sensitive to the concentration K (behaving as 1/K).
Qualitative Coding. By using expressions S2 and S3, the normalized difference latency is expressed as (Eq. S5)
Thus, the normalized difference latency is sensitive to the proportion P while being invariant to the concentration K, which is in agreement with the simulations results (red curves in Fig. 3 A and B).
Nonoscillatory vs. Oscillatory Synchronization. Our macroglomerular complex (MGC) model exhibited nonoscillatory synchronization, which persisted when weak excitatory connections were added from PNs to local neurons (LNs) (Fig. S7 , black and blue traces). On the contrary, strong PN-LN excitatory connections elicited fast ∼40-Hz oscillations (Fig. S7, red trace) .
Model. LN model. The LN model is a conductance-based model with intrinsic currents modified from ref.
1. The voltage V is described by (Eq. S6)
where C = 1 μF/cm 2 and the parameters are defined as below.
The parameters m, n, and h are, respectively, described by (Eqs. S7-S9)
α γ and β γ (γ = m, n, and h) are listed below.
The activation function for I CA is (Eq. S10)
Finally, the calcium-dependent activation function for I AHP is described by (Eq. S11)
with (Eq. S12)
002I CA − 0:0000125½Ca for LN-lla − 0:002I CA − 0:000125½Ca for LN-llb:
[S12]
PN model. The projection neuron model is inspired by two models (2, 3), which we combined into one consistent model. The membrane potential V is governed by (Eq. S13)
The ionic currents are described as follows (σ = 1).
The functions W, B, and X are defined by first-order differential equations (here, γ = W, B, and X) (Eq. S14):
and for W, X, B, m, and A (Eq. S15),
The parameter for these functions is λ = 0.05. The calciumdependent activation function for I sk is given by (Eq. S16)
where C sk denotes the concentration in the sk calcium domain and C r (113 nM) is the resting calcium concentration.
The calcium pools evolve according to (Eq. S17)
with time constant τ sk = 250 ms and Faraday scaling factor α sk = 0.9. Stimulation input current I Stim . In our model, the ORN output is replaced by a current injection with the same experimentally observed time shape. Each neuron in our MGC model will receive an initial input when an odor is detected according to (Eq. S18)
[S18]
After the odor was removed at t = t 0 , the neuron's input is governed by (Eq. S19)
where t 0 = 50 ms, τ rise = 5 ms, and τ fall = 4 s for all simulations except for the repetition task (Fig. 2D) , where τ fall = 400 ms to avoid overly long stimulations. The I max value depends on the neuron type and simulation task. For all simulations, except for the test of varying concentration and component proportions (Figs. 3 and S3) , we used the I max values detailed in the table below.
The blend is expressed as Blend = K[P·bombykal (BAL) + (1 − P)·E,Z-11,13-pentadecadienal (C15)]. In case of variations in concentration (Fig. 3A) , we fix P to 0.66 and vary K from 1 to 4. For varying proportions (Fig. 3B) , we fix K to 2 and vary P from 0.3 to 0.7 (I 0PN ¼ 13:12 μA=cm 2 and I 0LN ¼ 5:625 μA=cm 2 ). In practice, I max was changed according to the table below.
GABAergic current I GABA . The inhibitory synaptic current, I GABA, which is added to the current balance equation of the postsynaptic PN (4), is given by (Eqs. S20 and S21)
where s is the fraction of open channels. The release of neurotransmitter T was modeled by (Eq. S22)
with synaptic parameters V GABA = −75 mV, α = 6.25 ms In Fig. 1C , the KLD is computed between the real proportions p and the proportions q obtained in simulations. . In all cases (intact MGC or without LN-IIa or LN-IIb), synchrony was higher with the blend than with single compounds (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test). Nevertheless, the blend-enhanced effect on synchrony was more pronounced in the intact network (69 ± 27% with the blend vs. 59 ± 26% with single compounds) than without LN-IIa or LN-IIb. Although both LN types are involved in PN synchrony, removing the LNs-IIa had significantly more impact (69 ± 27% for the intact MGC vs. 51 ± 23% without LN-IIa and 56 ± 28% without LN-IIb, P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Mann-Whitney test). (D) Representative voltage traces of two PNs (red and black traces) in the intact network and without LN-IIa. In the intact network (Upper), inhibition I 1 before E plays the role of a reset by relaxing the PN activities to a hyperpolarized state. As a consequence, the PNs fired synchronously when inhibition vanished. In the network without LN-IIa (Lower), I 1 was not strong enough to play the role of a reset and eliminate the influence of initial conditions. . Values for I stim were computed from the simulations with varying concentrations K and proportions P (Fig. 3 A and B Responses of the MGC model to blend-like stimuli in different proportions P and concentrations K. The binary mixture model is K(P × BAL + (1 − P) × C15). (A) With P = 2/3 (proportion of BAL two times as big as C15), the spike raster activities revealed three distinct populations of synchronized neurons. The generalist PNs (black) fired first as they received inputs from both glomeruli and were followed by the BAL-PNs (blue) and C15-PNs (red). (B) Mean absolute latencies relative to the stimulus onset were computed for the three populations of neurons in each trial and plotted in a 3D space. The points in red correspond to the correct proportion (80 samples for proportion P = 2/3 and concentration K = 1, 2, 3, 4). The points in blue correspond to incorrect mixture ratios (100 samples for P = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and K = 1). We trained a linear support vector machine (SVM) to discriminate the correct proportion P = 2/3 against incorrect mixture ratios (red vs. blue points). The mean discriminant plane depicted in the figure is obtained by cross-validation (resampling 10 times the training and test sets and averaging the results; discussed in Methods). (C) Same procedure as in B but for the mean firing rates estimated in a window of 200 ms after stimulus onset. (D) Classification performances were higher for latency than for rate (99.7 ± 0.5% of success with latency vs. 96.4 ± 1.3% with rate, P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test). (Fig. S4) . (Fig. S4) . 
